MOEMS Based Single Chip Lorentz Force Magnetic Gradiometer †
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Abstract: The functional principle of an optical gradient magnetic field sensor consisting of two independent laterally oscillating masses on a single chip is reported. These oscillations are caused by the Lorentz forces resulting from an alternating current through the masses interacting with a static magnetic field. Light is modulated by relative in-plane movement of the masses and a fixed frame and subsequently detected by two photodiodes. Evaluation of magnitude and phase of the output signal reveals information about the uniformity of the magnetic field. The sensor is capable of detecting uniaxially strength and direction of magnetic gradient fields, offset gradient fields and homogeneous fields.
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1. Introduction

The application range of gradient field sensors comprises various areas ranging from the maritime sector [1], measurements of magnetic properties in mining, magnetic geology [2] up to magnetic dipole characterisation [3] and many more. Gradiometers based on resonating micromachined structures combine the advantages of magnitude amplification due to resonant operation principle and large dynamic measurement range. The presented MOEMS (micro-opto-electromechanical systems) gradiometer is based on the modulation of a perpendicularly introduced light flux through a static and deflectable gratings and consists of an optical readout which decouples the sensing part from the electronic components [4,5]. The optical readout has proven to be highly sensitive [6].

2. Sensing Principle

A silicon MEMS device was designed consisting of two independent, laterally oscillating masses structured with optical gratings (Figure 1a). Gold conductor paths via the outmost springs and alongside the edge of the masses (sensing areas) enable Lorentz force excitation. The Si device is bonded onto a glass carrier consisting of corresponding static gratings made of evaporated chromium. Two photodiodes (one below each mass) receive modulated light flux by relative in-plane movement from the stencil masses and fixed glass mask (Figure 1b). Both masses are designed identical but differ with respect to the alignment of the gratings. On condition that the structures deflect in the same direction, one mass will open the apertures whereas the other mass will close them, resulting in a 180° phase difference $\phi_{ml}$ and $\phi_{mr}$ detected by the photodiodes. As long as the
masses deflect in opposite directions, the apertures either close or open simultaneously, thus no phase difference is measured. This distinction in phase information gives primary feedback if a homogeneous or gradient magnetic field, respectively is present (1c)). Finally, combined information of the output signal’s magnitude and phase enables proper distinction between magnetic gradient fields (Case 1), offset gradient fields (Case 2) and homogeneous fields (Case 3).

Figure 1. (a) Sensor chip bonded onto a PCB board consisting of the two masses indicated as $m_L$ and $m_R$. The detailed zoom view shows the stationary Cr coated glass mask on the top and the springs of the two movable masses at the bottom. (b) Light is modulated by relative in-plane movement of the glass mask and masses. (c) Three potential cases of mass oscillation depending on the field orientation.

3. Measurement Set-Up

The sensor was examined in three different magnetic field configurations realised with neodymium magnets. Figure 2 depicts a mounting unit to fix LEDs, sensor, photodiodes and ledges for the magnets. The field distribution was determined with an axial Hall probe (Teslameter FM302, AS-HAP) prior serving as a reference for the sensor. A Keithley current source model 6221 provided an AC current over both masses and, hence, induced in-plane deflection in presence of a magnetic field. The modulated light was detected individually by photodiodes, the signal amplified and converted into a voltage with a transimpedance amplifier (TIA, OPA404) and acquired with lock-in amplifiers (SR830, SR865).

Figure 2. Measurement setup and schematic. A custom made 3D-printed mounting device provides a centered placement of the sensor chip between the neodymium (Nd) magnets. Depending on the orientation of the magnets either a gradient or a homogeneous B-field is realised. A pure gradient field is accomplished by anti-symmetric placement of the magnets, whereas a gradient field with offset occurs when a single magnet is used. Symmetric placement of the magnets generates a homogeneous field. Nylon screws ensures a distortion free magnetic field and fasten LEDs, sensor and photodiodes.
4. Results

The occurring $B$-field distribution created by the magnets for gradient fields (Case 1), offset gradient fields (Case 2) and homogeneous fields (Case 3) is shown in the insets of Figure 3a,c,e, respectively. The magnetic field detected by the sensor is evaluated with the known position of the sensor within the field and beyond with the known distance of the masses’ sensing area.

A pure gradient field of 10 mT/mm was measured and affirmed with the coefficient of determination $R^2$ of 98.8% (Case 1). The corresponding measured transfer function is depicted in Figure 3b. Opposite oscillation of the masses denotes an opposite magnetic field direction, hence the difference of the phase is zero and indicates a gradient field.

The offset gradient field accomplished with a single magnet was determined to be $-5.29$ mT/mm (Case 2). Here, the masses oscillate in the same direction with a phase difference of 180° which denotes a unidirectional $B$-field. Henceforth, a difference of the masses’ magnitude solely indicates a magnetic gradient field (Figure 3d).

The sensing areas ideally detect the same magnetic field by symmetric placement of the identical magnets. Nevertheless, due to placement errors of the Si chip onto the PCB board, 3D-printing tolerances and possible differences from the magnet fabrication, a small gradient field of $-0.04$ mT/mm was measured (Case 3). This almost homogeneous field induces a phase difference of 180° and equal magnitude deflection of both Lorentz force excited masses (Figure 3f).
Figure 3. (a,c,e) depicts the $B$-field distribution between the magnets characterised with a Hall probe (Teslameter FM302, AS-HAP) for different magnet configurations (insets) and position of the masses within these fields. The sensing position of the masses are located at the outermost edges and are highlighted orange and green for $m_L$ and $m_R$, respectively. Measured transfer functions around the sensor’s resonant frequency for all three cases are shown in (b,d,f). The quality factor of 334 was extracted via the $-3$ dB bandwidth method.

5. Conclusions

The functionality of a single chip Lorentz force magnetic gradiometer with optical readout based on the modulation of light flux was shown. Three different field configuration were applied and the sensor’s transfer function recorded for magnetic gradient fields, offset gradient fields and homogeneous fields. The simplified local evaluation of the field gradient due to the known distance of the masses’ sensing area is promising for an accurate characterisation of magnetic field distribution.
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